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Highlights

• Characterization of laser-induced plasma upon laser irradiation of metal foils using high-speed camera.

• The plasma evolution characteristic in flexible pad laser shock forming (FPLSF), a sheet metal microforming process is investigated.

• The relationship between laser-induced plasma and the plastic deformation of metal foils is analyzed.

• Plasma evolution against different process variables such as laser fluence, confinement layer material and its thickness is examined.
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Abstract
This study investigated the effect of plasma evolution, which dominates the forming load, on the fabrication of microcraters in flexible pad laser shock forming (FPLSF) using a high speed camera. It has been found that the plasma lifetime starting from plasma formation, expansion, decaying to vanishing was less than 13.3 µs at single pulse ablation, 350 times longer than the pulse duration. When 45 pulses were applied as 5 cycles with 9 pulse train in each, the plasma size increased gradually to its maximum at the fifth or sixth pulse. There was no interference between the plasma generated from each pulse. The first pulse was sufficient for the fabrication of a crater. The crater depth and diameter increased only by 10% and 25% respectively at ablation with 45 pulses. At 45 pulses ablation for fluence from 7.3 J/cm² to 20.9 J/cm² in water confinement, the change factor appeared in descending sequence from laser fluence, maximum plasma diameter, maximum plasma pressure, to crater depth by the order of 2.86, 2.18, 1.69 and 1.47 respectively. In glass, the plasma diameter increased by 3.28 times at increasing laser fluence. The confined plasma in glass resulted in deeper craters. The smaller craters in water were attributed to the forming load diminution due to the plasma expansion, shockwave attenuation in ablative overlay, and the laser energy reduction.
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1. Introduction

Flexible pad laser shock forming (FPLSF) is a microfabrication technique used to create microfeatures on metallic foils that can be applicable in producing various microcomponents for electronics, optics, and biomedical devices [1]. It is a sheet metal forming process using laser-induced shock pressure as the deformation force and a flexible pad as a support. Hemispherical microcraters of radius of about 500 µm and depth ranging from 80 µm to 200 µm were formed on 25 µm thick copper foils. In FPLSF, the deformation geometry is influenced predominantly by the laser-induced shock pressure which depends upon various process parameters including laser fluence, number of pulses, ablative overlay, flexible pad, confinement medium, and confinement thickness. The significant mechanism behind the induced shock pressure is the formation and propagation of plasma upon laser irradiation. The laser-induced plasma largely affects the magnitude and duration of shockwaves and hence the plastic deformation of metal foil.

A comparison of crater shapes between water and glass confinements in FPLSF revealed a significant difference in shapes at higher laser fluences; hemi-spherical craters were produced on copper foils with water confinement whereas shockwave structures were formed on copper with glass confinement [2]. This behavior was attributed to the difference in plasma and shockwave propagation between different confinement layers. However, further analysis of plasma characteristics is required to understand the effect of the confinement layer on the deformation crater shapes.

The effect of confinement layer thickness on the plastic deformation of metal foil is found to be influenced by the plasma characteristics [2-4]. When the shockwave emanating from the irradiation zone reaches the top surface of the water confinement, the water will be detached from the target surface and hence there will be no confinement of plasma [3]. This effect will cause a reduction in plasma pressure if the shockwave reaches top water surface before the arrival of peak laser pulse. Therefore, the confinement of plasma depends upon the confinement thickness and the shockwave velocity. Ocana et al. [4] found using numerical simulation that the plasma pressure increases with the increase in confinement
thickness. However, the effect of confinement thickness on the plasma behavior is yet to be examined experimentally.

Therefore, to understand the process mechanisms involved in FPLSF, it is necessary to study the formation and expansion of plasma with respect to different process parameters such as laser fluence, confinement medium, and confinement layer thickness.

Characterization of plasma has been performed extensively both quantitatively and qualitatively. Visual observation of plasma/plume in laser-material interaction has been achieved by different methods such as dye laser resonance absorption photography [5, 6], shadowgraphy [7, 8], speckle photography [9], frame and streak photography [10], and high-speed photography [11-13]. Typical characterization parameters include plasma plume size, plume edge position, plume velocity, and the plasma lifetime [13, 14]. Franco et al. [15] used streak photography technique to study the spatial and temporal evolution of laser-induced plasma by measuring the plasma absorption, initiation time, lifetime, and axial column length of the plasma. Fast photography by an ICCD camera was used to analyze the change in length and diameter of the plume core and plume periphery regions with time at different laser fluences [16]. Seto et al. [11] used two ultrahigh speed cameras (1125fps) to analyze the plasma shape and the keyhole formation in laser welding. High-speed photography is found to be an effective method to visualize and characterize the plasma to study its evolution with time [11, 12]. In most of these analyses, the geometry of the plasma was characterized to understand the plasma evolution.

In this work, the evolution of plasma with time was studied using a high-speed camera. The plasma evolution was characterized by measuring the plasma size using the plasma images acquired by the high speed camera. A comparison between the plasma size and the depth and diameter of the craters formed by FPLSF has been performed to study the effect of laser-induced plasma on the plastic deformation of metal foils. The influence of different process parameters such as laser fluence, confinement layer medium and its thickness on the plasma propagation has been analysed in detail.

2. Experimental method

2.1. FPLSF setup
The schematic illustration of FPLSF along with the plasma visualization setup using a high speed camera is shown in Fig. 1. In FPLSF, the metal foil is placed over a flexible pad which has hyperelastic material properties. A sacrificial material, the ablative overlay, is placed on top of the metal foil and exposed to high energy laser irradiation. The ablative overlay is covered with a confinement layer that is transparent to the laser beam. The laser beam passes through the confinement, vaporizes the ablative overlay and generates plasma instantaneously. The formed plasma expands as it absorbs more laser energy. As the plasma expansion is confined by the confinement layer, it creates a shockwave towards the metal foil which induces plastic deformation in foil if the shockwave pressure exceeds the dynamic yield strength of the metal. The flexible pad experiences large elastic deformation along with the plastic deformation of metal foil and retracts to its original position upon the removal of copper foil.

**Fig. 1.** Schematic of flexible pad laser shock forming with high speed camera for plasma visualization

FPLSF experiments were conducted using high power pulsed Nd:YAG laser with the following specifications: pulse width – 38 ns, wavelength – 1.064 µm, maximum pulse energy – 75 mJ at 6 KHz frequency. The laser beam was square-shaped (0.6 mm side) with flat-top intensity profile. Single laser pulse and 45 pulses were used in the experiments. Laser fluence ranging between 7.3 J/cm² and 20.9 J/cm² were used for the irradiation. Copper foil with 25 µm thickness was used as the workpiece. The copper foil was placed over a silicone rubber sheet (900 µm thick) which was used as the flexible pad. Aluminum foil with thickness of 15 µm acted as the ablative overlay on which the laser irradiation was applied. A thin layer of vacuum grease...
ensured tight sealing between the copper foil and the aluminum foil. Either fused silica glass (6 mm thickness) or deionized water was used as the confinement layer medium. All the experiments were repeated three times and average values were used.

Talyscan surface profiler was used to measure the depth and diameter of the deformed craters. Scanning electron microscopy and optical microscopy were used to visualize the surfaces of the craters in copper foil and aluminum foil ablative overlay. A photodetector and an oscilloscope were used to determine the time profile of the laser pulse.

2.2. Plasma visualization and characterization

Photron FASTCAM SA5 high-speed camera was used to capture the formed plasma in this study. The camera has a maximum exposure time of 1 µs and a wide range of frame rates [50 to 150000 fps (frames/sec)], out of which 5000 fps was mainly used in order to capture the entire plasma image. In addition, the plasma images were captured at the maximum frame rate (150000 fps) of the camera to understand the evolution of plasma. The camera was positioned at an angle of $\beta$ (35°) to the path of the laser beam as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The entire evolution of laser-induced plasma from its formation to the vanishing was recorded for the analysis.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 2. Measurement method for the plasma diameter (a) Orientation of camera with the laser beam (b) Image of plasma acquired by high speed camera

The shape and size of the plasma change with the observation angle ($\beta$) of the camera. Therefore, change factor of plasma size was used instead of the absolute plasma sizes in this analysis. The plasma images were acquired at regular time intervals (200 µs) by the high speed camera from which the plasma diameter and its change factor were estimated. The plasma was seen as a bright spot in the acquired image as shown in Fig. 2b. The area of actual illumination ($A=\pi ab$) was calculated.
from the minor and major axes lengths as the plasma shape is observed to be approximately elliptical. As the camera line of axis is 35° (β) inclined to the laser beam axis, the actual illumination area (A) has to be projected to a plane perpendicular to the camera axis to calculate the projected illumination area (A_p = A cosβ). From A_p, the projected illumination diameter (D = \sqrt{(4 \cdot A_p / \pi)}) was calculated, assuming that the projected shape of the plasma is circular. From this projected diameter (D), the plasma diameter (D_P) was calculated by making a comparison with the initial projected diameter (D_0) corresponding to the laser beam spot size of 0.6 mm (D_P = 0.6 \cdot D / D_0). The change in plasma size at different time periods with respect to initial plasma size was characterized by the change factor (D / D_0).

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Evolution of laser-induced plasma

The evolution of plasma upon single pulse ablation and a continuous ablation of 45 laser pulses at a frequency of 6 KHz was analyzed for the laser fluence of 7.3 J/cm². Water with 4 mm thickness was used as the confinement layer.

Fig. 3. Evolution of plasma for single pulse ablation at 7.3 J/cm² laser fluence (Camera frame rate = 150000 fps)

The evolution of plasma for single laser pulse ablation was analyzed using the plasma images acquired at the frame rate of 150000 fps. Fig. 3 shows the sequence of plasma images with respect to time. It can be observed that the plasma was visible at 6.67 µs whereas it disappeared at 13.3 µs. Since there is a possibility of plasma formation instantly after the firing of laser pulse and the plasma disappearance anytime before 13.3 µs, the plasma lifetime, starting from plasma formation, expansion, decaying to vanishing for single pulse ablation is approximated to be less than 13.3 µs. In comparison with the literature, Tanski et al. [14] observed a total plasma lifetime of 80 ns in their experiment which was slightly more than the laser pulse duration of 55 ns; the plasma expansion occurred until 22 ns (after the laser peak position) and then the plasma started decaying. However, in an
experiment by Barthelemy et al. [17], for a 10 ns pulse width using XeCl excimer laser pulse irradiation on aluminum target, the plasma lifetime lasted longer than 500 ns, i.e. 50 times the pulse duration. In that case, the significant plasma expansion occurred during the first 10 ns to 100 ns, after which the plasma decayed [17]. In our experiments, the exact plasma lifetime and the plasma evolution phases starting from plasma formation, expansion, decay to vanishing upon a laser pulse have been difficult to observe due to the larger time interval of 6.67 µs between two frames compared to the laser pulse duration of 38 ns.

Fig. 4. Evolution of plasma for ablation of 45 pulses at 7.3 J/cm² laser fluence (a) Sequence of plasma images captured at regular time intervals by high speed camera (b) Change factor of plasma diameter with respect to time (c) Voltage amplitude of laser pulses measured using photodetector

The analysis of plasma evolution for the ablation of 45 laser pulses is shown in Fig. 4. In this analysis, 45 pulses were applied through 5 cycles with 9 pulses in each cycle, which can be witnessed from Fig. 4c that illustrates the time profile of laser
pulses measured by the photodetector. Fig. 4a shows the sequence of plasma images taken at regular time intervals by the high speed camera with a frame rate of 5000 fps. The change in plasma size with time is illustrated in Fig. 4b. It is revealed from the plasma images that, in each cycle, the plasma was smaller at the first pulse, which then increased gradually and reached the maximum size during the fifth or sixth laser pulse. After attaining the maximum, the plasma decreased in size during the subsequent pulses. In continuous ablation of 45 pulses with the frequency of 6000 Hz, the plasma lifetime for one laser pulse of 13.3 µs was 12.5 times shorter than the pulse repetition time of 166.67 µs. Thus, there was no interference of plasma evolution from subsequent laser pulses as the plasma formed with each pulse completely vanished before the next laser pulse. The plasma behavior was similar when the glass confinement or direct ablation conditions were used.

Fig. 5. Comparison of crater formation on copper foil between single pulse (top) and 45 pulses (bottom) ablation at 13.6 J/cm² laser fluence: (a) SEM image of aluminum foil top surface (b) SEM image of the crater top surface on copper foil (c) Cross-sectional profile of the crater at its center

The crater formation on copper foil was compared between single pulse and 45 pulses. Fig. 5 compares the top surfaces of the aluminum foil ablative overlay and the crater on copper foil between one pulse and 45 pulses. It is observed that single pulse ablation was sufficient to produce a crater. When the number of pulses was increased to 45, the crater diameter increased by about 25% to that of one pulse as shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. Correspondingly, the vaporization area in aluminum foil after 45 pulses was larger than that of one pulse as shown in Fig. 5a. The vaporization depth and area of aluminum foil increased with the increase in laser
pulses, which hence increased the size of the plasma as seen in Fig. 4a. Therefore, it can be understood that the increase in crater diameter is in correlation with the plasma propagation in the radial direction.

Fig. 6. Comparison of deformation craters between one pulse and 45 laser pulses (a) Crater depth (b) Crater top surface hardness

The comparison of deformation depth and top surface hardness of the craters between one pulse and 45 pulses for various laser fluences is illustrated in Fig.6. It is revealed from Fig. 6a that more than 90% of the final depth of the formed crater was achieved during the first pulse itself. During the subsequent laser pulses, only 10% increase in crater depth was observed. This behavior can be attributed to one or more of the following effects:

(a) Once the deformation of copper foil is started upon the first pulse, the yield stress of material increases due to the workhardening behavior. This effect is evident from Fig. 6b where the hardness of the top crater surface after the first pulse is higher than the hardness after multiple pulses. The reduction in hardness with the multiple pulses could be due to the direct heating of copper surface as the overlay aluminum foil is completely vaporized. Due to the workhardening of foils after the first pulse, further plastic deformation during the subsequent pulses is restricted and only a small increase in crater depth was observed with the increase in number of pulses.

(b) During the deformation of copper foil with the first pulse, the aluminum foil overlay moves along with the copper foil as both the foils are firmly sealed together using the vacuum grease. This movement of aluminum foil provides a defocussing effect during subsequent pulses and reduces the laser intensity on the Al foil surface. This
would have caused lesser vaporization and hence smaller increase in crater depth after the first pulse.

(c) As seen in Fig. 4a, the plasma is confined to a smaller area during the first pulse compared to the latter pulses for similar laser intensities. The increase in plasma size during multiple pulses leads to the reduction in plasma density and shock pressure and hence the plastic deformation of foil.

It is evident from Fig. 4 that the plasma propagation occurred along the irradiated surface of the aluminum foil. It is also observed that the radial propagation of plasma along the surface was approximately circular even though the laser beam was square-shaped. This behavior is consistent with the literature in which the shape of the laser-irradiated plasma plume and the shockwave were observed to be hemispherical while expanding both in ambient air [14, 17] and in water [18]. The propagation in axial direction has been restricted by water confinement in one direction and metal foil in the other direction.

This study further focused on the extent of plasma expansion (maximum plasma size) to analyze the correlation between the plasma propagation and the metal foil deformation.

3.2. Effect of laser fluence

The evolution of plasma for 45 pulses ablation at three different laser fluence values was tested. Water with 4 mm thickness was used as the confinement layer.

Fig. 7 compares the plasma evolution for single pulse ablation for different laser fluences. It can be observed that the lifetime of plasma for single laser pulse (lesser than 13.3 µs) remained the same irrespective of the laser fluence. Fig. 8 compares the plasma image at different laser fluences for the time duration of 9.4 ms. It can be
identified from Fig. 8 that the plasma behavior varied significantly at 20.9 J/cm² fluence. At lower fluences (7.3 J/cm² and 13.6 J/cm²), radial plasma propagation occurred along the interface between the water and aluminum foil. Whereas, at higher fluence (20.9 J/cm²), the plasma was seen both at the water-air interface and the water-aluminum foil interface. This observation confirms the occurrence of dielectric breakdown at the water-air interface at higher intensities [12]. The dielectric breakdown phenomenon occurs due to one or more of the following mechanisms: cascade ionization, multiphoton ionization, and the surface impurities [19, 20].

Fig. 8. Effect of laser fluence on the evolution of laser-induced at 9.4 ms

The correlation between the change factors of crater size and plasma size with increase in laser fluence is illustrated in Fig. 9. The peak laser-induced shock pressure was calculated using Fabbro’s model and plotted in Fig. 9b. The peak shock pressure according to Fabbro’s model is given as [21]:

\[
P (GPa) = 0.01 \sqrt{\frac{\alpha}{\pi}} \sqrt{\frac{L_0 (GW)}{cm^2}} Z \left( \frac{g}{cm^2} \right)
\]

where \( L_0 \) is the laser intensity, \( \alpha \) is the fraction of internal energy used in increasing the thermal energy of plasma which is assumed to be 0.1. \( Z \) is the shock impedance given as, \( Z = \frac{Z_2 / (1/Z_1 + 1/Z_2)} {\text{where } Z_1 \text{ and } Z_2 \text{ are the shock impedances of target material and confinement medium. The shock impedances of aluminum foil target and water confinement are } 1.5 \times 10^6 \text{ g/cm}^2\text{s and } 0.165 \times 10^6 \text{ g/cm}^2\text{s, respectively.}} \)

When the laser fluence was increased by the order of 2.86 times from 7.3 J/cm² to 20.9 J/cm², the maximum plasma diameter increased accordingly by the order of 2.18 times (Fig. 9b). Consecutively, it is observed that the change factor of maximum shock pressure (1.69 times) was smaller than that of plasma diameter. The change factor of crater depth was 1.47 times, which correlates well with that of maximum...
shock pressure. Interestingly, it can be noted from Fig. 9 that the change factor has been descending in the order of laser fluence (2.86), maximum plasma diameter (2.18), maximum shock pressure (1.69), and crater depth (1.47). With increase in laser fluence, the shock pressure, i.e., the forming load increased, resulted in increased plastic deformation of foils and thus deeper craters. Meanwhile, the crater diameter increased only by a small amount in the order of 1.13 times (Fig. 9b) as the crater diameter is influenced mainly by the laser beam size which has been constant throughout the analysis.

![Fig. 9. Comparison of change factor of crater size with the change factor of maximum plasma diameter and theoretical shock pressure at different laser fluences](image)

It can be observed from Fig. 9b that both the plasma diameter and pressure increased simultaneously with increase in laser fluence. It is interesting to observe that, even though the plasma propagated to a larger distance of about 7 mm, the crater diameter (1 mm) was not increased significantly. As the distance from the center of irradiation increased, the plasma density decreased correspondingly. Therefore, at foil positions distant from the irradiation spot, the plasma density was less and hence the resultant shock pressure was insufficient to induce the plastic deformation.

The measured plasma diameter at 20.9 J/cm² was slightly larger than the actual diameter. This could be due to the scattering of light by the shockwave propagating at the top surface (as shown in Fig. 8).

### 3.3. Effect of confinement medium

The influence of confinement layer materials such as fused silica glass and deionized water on the plasma evolution has been analyzed at laser ablation of 45
pulses. The major difference observed between the glass and water confinement mediums is the occurrence of dielectric breakdown phenomenon at higher laser fluence. Fig. 10 compares the images of plasma at 20.9 J/cm² laser fluence with water and glass confinement layers. Plasma observation at the water top surface in Fig. 10a indicates that the dielectric breakdown of water occurred at the interface between the air and water top surface. Whereas, with the glass confinement, dielectric breakdown occurred at the interface between the bottom surface of glass and the ablative overlay as shown in Fig. 10b. The damage of glass can be attributed to the reflectivity of the target and the collision of metal plasma with the rear surface of the glass [19].

Fig. 10. Comparison of dielectric breakdown mechanism between water and glass confinements at 20.9 J/cm² laser fluence (a) Water confinement (b) Glass confinement

Fig. 11 illustrates the correlation between the change factor of crater size and the change factor of maximum plasma diameter for water and glass confinements. For 2.86 times increase in laser fluence, the plasma diameter increased by the order of 3.28 times in glass whereas it increased only by 2.18 times in water. Correspondingly, the change factor of crater depth was higher in glass (2.57 times) than in water (1.47 times) as shown in Fig. 11a. The increase in crater diameter too was higher with glass (1.44 times) than with water (1.13 times). Furthermore, the actual crater depth and diameter were higher with glass. This higher crater size in glass was observed to be mainly influenced by the propagation characteristics of plasma. It is found from the results that the expansion of plasma is more restrictive in glass, causing smaller plasma diameter. Therefore, in glass, the plasma was confined to a narrow region resulting in higher density of plasma. The denser plasma caused higher shock pressure (forming load) and hence deeper craters were produced with the glass confinement. Meanwhile, as the plasma expansion...
proceeded to a larger distance in water, the plasma density and pressure were reduced. The diameter of plasma during the first pulse was approximately constant between water and glass confinements. The maximum plasma diameter occurred for the time period ranging between 7 ms to 10.6 ms.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the change factor of crater size and the change factor of maximum plasma diameter between water and glass confinement layers.

The larger actual size and change factor of craters in glass confinement can also be attributed to the following behaviors: (i) As the transmittivity of fused silica glass (94%) is higher than that of water (81%), incident laser energy on ablative overlay is higher with glass. (ii) Dielectric breakdown of water at its top surface tends to reduce the incident laser energy (iii) During FPLSF with water confinement, only a small thickness of ablative overlay (aluminum foil) was ablated as shown in Fig. 5a until the laser fluence reached 20.9 J/cm². Therefore, the shockwave propagating from the top surface of aluminum foil experienced attenuation at the remaining aluminum foil thickness before reaching the copper foil. This shockwave attenuation resulted in the reduction of shock pressure. With glass confinement, the entire thickness of the aluminum foil was ablated even at the lower fluences due to the higher transmittivity of fused silica glass. Therefore, the copper foil top surface was directly exposed to the laser beam and experienced ablation at its top surface upon irradiation. The ablation depth and area of copper foil increased with the increase in fluence causing a reduction in foil thickness. The reduction in thickness resulted in the increase in material velocity and the deformation depth. Furthermore, as there was no shockwave attenuation with glass confinement as in water confinement, the shock pressure was higher with glass. These two behaviors, reduction in copper foil
thickness and increase in shock pressure together caused larger increase in crater
depth and diameter with glass confinement than with water. (iv) Shockwave
structures were formed on copper foils with glass confinement due to the direct
irradiation of copper foil top surface. As a result of shockwave formation, the
increase in crater diameter was higher with glass whereas only uniform
hemispherical craters were formed with water confinement.

3.4. Effect of confinement thickness
The effect of confinement layer (water) thickness on the plasma propagation was
analyzed at the following thickness levels: 4 mm, 6 mm, and 7 mm. Two laser
fluence levels, 7.3 J/cm² and 13.6 J/cm² and 45 laser pulses were used. A
correlation between the change factors of crater size and plasma size for different
confinement thicknesses is shown in Fig 12. With constant laser fluence, a reduction
in plasma diameter was observed when the confinement thickness was increased
from 4 mm to 7 mm (Fig. 12b). This behavior can be attributed to the absorption of
laser energy within the confinement thickness.

![Fig. 12](image)

Fig. 12. Correlation between change factors of crater size and plasma size at
different confinement layer thicknesses

It can be observed from Fig. 12a that both the crater depth and diameter increased
with the increase in confinement thickness from 4 mm to 6 mm at both 7.3 J/cm² and
13.6 J/cm² fluences. As the laser energy experiences absorption within the
confinement, reduction in crater size was expected with increase in confinement
thickness. As mentioned earlier, Morales et al. [3] observed the influence of
confinement thickness on plasma pressure as the arrival of shockwave before the
occurrence of laser peak reduces the plasma pressure. For the confinement
thickness (t) of 4 mm in FPLSF, the time (τ) taken by the shockwave to reach the water-air interface is calculated to be 2.4 µs considering the shock velocity (D) in water as 1650 ms⁻¹. As this time is much longer than the pulse duration of 38 ns, this behavior could not be the reason for lesser shock pressure and crater depth at smaller confinement thickness. Ocana et al. [4] found numerically that the plasma pressure increases with increase in confinement thickness. In this study, reduction in plasma diameter was observed with the increase in confinement thickness (Fig. 12b). The correlation between plasma diameter and plasma pressure with increase in confinement thickness confirms that the reduction in plasma diameter increases the plasma density and pressure due to the confinement of plasma. Hence, the increase in crater depth and diameter is attributed to the reduction in plasma diameter with increase in confinement thickness.

However, the crater depth at 13.6 J/cm² and crater diameter at both fluences decreased at the confinement thickness of 7 mm (Fig. 12a). The possibility of dielectric breakdown at higher confinement thickness was suggested by Ocana et al. [4]. However, there was no dielectric breakdown of water observed at 7 mm in our experiment. Therefore, the reduction in plastic deformation could be due to large absorption of laser energy by the confinement thickness. The results highlight that there exists an optimum thickness of confinement layer to achieve larger plasma pressure and the plastic deformation.
4. Conclusions

This paper experimentally analyzed the influence of plasma evolution on the plastic deformation of metal foils in flexible pad laser shock forming using a high-speed camera. Some important findings of this study are as follows:

• The plasma lifetime, starting from plasma formation, expansion, decay to vanishing for single pulse ablation was less than 13.3 µs irrespective of the confinement conditions.

• For 45 pulses ablation as 5 cycles with 9 pulse train in each cycle, the plasma size increased gradually and attained maximum at fifth or sixth cycle. The plasma evolution from each pulse did not interfere with each other.

• The single pulse ablation was sufficient to produce craters whereas the crater depth and diameter were smaller by 10% and 25% respectively compared to that of 45 pulses.

• The laser fluence is found to have significant influence on the plasma evolution in water confinement. For laser ablation of 45 pulses, when the laser fluence was increased by 2.86 times, the change factors of maximum plasma diameter (2.18), maximum shock pressure (1.69), and crater depth (1.47) decreased in the same order.

• A significant difference in plasma evolution characteristics was observed between water and glass confinement layers. At higher laser fluence, dielectric breakdown occurred at the water-air interface with water whereas it occurred at the glass-ablative layer interface with glass. The confined plasma in glass increased the plasma density and pressure resulting in deeper craters.

• When the water confinement thickness was increased, increase in crater size was observed in spite of the laser energy absorption within the confinement. Though this behavior was attributed to the corresponding reduction in plasma size, a detailed analysis is required to understand the correlation between plasma evolution and confinement layer thickness.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of flexible pad laser shock forming with high speed camera for plasma visualization

Figure 2. Measurement method for the plasma diameter (a) Orientation of camera with the laser beam (b) Image of plasma acquired by high speed camera

Figure 3. Evolution of plasma for single pulse ablation at 7.3 J/cm² laser fluence (Camera frame rate = 150000 fps)

Figure 4. Evolution of plasma for ablation of 45 pulses at 7.3 J/cm² laser fluence (a) Sequence of plasma images captured at regular time intervals by high speed camera (b) Change factor of plasma diameter with respect to time (c) Voltage amplitude of laser pulses measured using photodetector

Figure 5. Comparison of crater formation on copper foil between single pulse (top) and 45 pulses (bottom) ablation at 13.6 J/cm² laser fluence: (a) SEM image of aluminum foil top surface (b) SEM image of the crater top surface on copper foil (c) Cross-sectional profile of the crater at its center

Figure 6. Comparison of deformation craters between one pulse and 45 laser pulses (a) Crater depth (b) Crater top surface hardness

Figure 7. Comparison of plasma evolution at different laser fluence (a) 7.3 J/cm² (b) 13.6 J/cm²

Figure 8. Effect of laser fluence on the evolution of laser-induced at 9.4 ms

Figure 9. Comparison of change factor of crater size with the change factor of maximum plasma diameter and theoretical shock pressure at different laser fluences

Figure 10. Comparison of dielectric breakdown mechanism between water and glass confinements at 20.9 J/cm² laser fluence (a) Water confinement (b) Glass confinement

Figure 11. Comparison of the change factor of crater size and the change factor of maximum plasma diameter between water and glass confinement layers

Figure 12. Correlation between change factors of crater size and plasma size at different confinement layer thicknesses